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computer network is a collection
of interconnected computing
devices that exchange data and
share resources. In a packetbased network, such as an
Ethernet network, the computing
devices communicate data by
dividing the data into small
blocks called packets, which are
individually routed across the
network from a source device to
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a destination device. A variety of
intermediate devices operate to
route the packets between the
computing devices. For example,
a computer network may include
routers, switches, gateways,
firewalls, and a variety of other
devices to facilitate the
communication of the packets.
Virtual private networks (VPNs)
may provide secure
communication for users of the
VPN. In VPNs, access to various
resources of a network is
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controlled based on a secure,
encrypted communication
channel. Various data security
and identity authentication
services may also be provided by
the VPN. In an example, a VPN
may allow a corporate user to
access a corporate intranet or file
server without exposing the user
to an open internet. The VPN
provides this secure access by
encrypting the communications
between the user's computing
device and the intranet or file
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server. Thus, communications
between the computing device
and the intranet are secure, as
they are encrypted using
cryptographic algorithms. In an
example, a VPN uses security
protocols to bind a tunnel to a
single packet flow. The tunnel is
established by 3e33713323
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